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LANGUAGE 
THE CURRENCY O F  THE 
W O R K  O F  POMPEU FABRA 
POMPEU FABRA (BARCELONA 1868 - PRADA DE CONFLENT 
1948), RIGHTLY KNOWN AS "THE WISDOM BEHIND THE 
ORDERING OF THE CATALAN LANGUAGE", WAS DRIVEN BY 
HIS DETERMINATION TO RETURN TO CATALAN THE RANK 
AND DIGNITY OF A LANGUAGE OF CULTURE. 
J O R D l  B R U G U E R A  D O C T O R  I N  C A T A L A N  P H I L O L O G Y  
t has become almost an axiom tions of use. It must be a community's 
of sociolinguistics that the lan- normal means of expression in al1 
guages of stateless nations are in spheres of life, and for this to be so, the 
constant danger of extinction -even if language must of necessity be clearly 
only in the long term- or of graduaily codified on al1 levels: spelling, morpho- 
pining away, as though condemned to a logy, syntax, vocabulary. However, at 
living death. the beginning of this century Catalan 
Deprived of exclusive official status in was lacking this unified linguistic codi- 
al1 the spheres of their normal manifes- fication in spite of the efforts of writers 
tation -school, media, administration, and grammarians who emerged in the 
comrnerce, etc.- and reduced to use middle of last century with the enthu- 
in family circles, they are degraded to siastic romantic movement of the Re- 
the leve1 of a simple patois, used by its naixenca. 
speakers as and when they can, with a The job of giving Catalan its modern 
happy-go-lucky treatment not befitting codification was reserved for the man 
an object of any worth. who has rightly been called "the wis- 
Catalan didn't manage to escape this dom behind the ordering of the Catalan 
fate after centuries of decline resulting language": Pompeu Fabra (1 868-1 948). 
from the loss of our national liberties Sometimes, members of linguistic com- 
and from the language's constant, pro- munities in a situation similar to that of 
gressive subordination to Castilian. Catalan, such as the Provencals or the 
Luckily though, because the language Sardinians, have expressed their "envy" 
was so strongly rooted amongst the peo- of the Catalans' "luck" in having 
ple, not only did it not become extinct, someone like Fabra. It's true that Fabra 
but, with greater or lesser fortune, its probably found his language in a less 
use was not entirely eradicated in that precarious condition than Provencal or 
sphere that allows a language to be Sardinian, but it's also undoubtedly 
called a language of culture: literature. true that someone else would probably 
But a language of culture, in the truest not have achieved what he did. 
sense of the term, must suffer no restric- POMPEU FABRA IN I 930 Though not a professional linguist -he 
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was an industrial engineer-, Fabra had profound and extensive understanding 
a thorough training in Romance linguis- of the Romance languages, Fabra knew 
tics unlike that of any of his contempo- that before many linguistic problems, 
raries who were concerned with prob- especially those that can constantly be 
lems of Catalan grammar. created by neologisms, an overall view 
He knew all the Romance languages is necessary of the natural response of 
and the works of the great Romanists. other, related languages, particularly 
He himself once said that, to be able to those presenting the closest typological 
act effectively against the influence of a affinity with Catalan, without always 
powerful, dominant language over a less having to give in to the one-sided, 
protected, minority language, one had dominant influence of Castilian. 
to have as good a knowledge as possible For al1 of these and other reasons, Pom- 
of both of them. And he knew them peu Fabra was able to offer his new 
well. proposal for the codification of modern 
Pompeu Fabra, more perhaps than Catalan, with the approval of the Philo- 
other philologists and writers of the logical Section of the Institut d'Estudis 
time, had a clear idea and the firm de- Catalans, as a sufficiently solidly 
termination to return to Catalan the founded basis at al1 linguistic levels to 
rank and the dignity of a language of ensure its revitalization and durability 
culture, a language suitable for use as It had to be able to be a fully literary, as a language of culture. 
the vehicle for a national community's referential or standard language, dif- And this -as the master himself implied 
social communication on all levels. And ferent qualifications, depending on the or stated on different occasions- in 
his object wasn't a utopian attempt person and the time, for describing the spite of the fact that, due to the dy- 
arising from an ingenuous, emotive nat- type of language that all its speakers can namics of the very language it sets out 
ionalism that was ignorant of the pos- come to feel as theirs and to see as a to protect and canalize, no linguistic 
sibilities of the language. Precisely be- model of prestige. codification can be considered defini- 
cause he had a profound understanding This language -1ike any language of cul- tive or immutable. 
of general linguistics, of all the Romance ture-, while not exempt from a certain But whatever possible reform or up- 
languages and, especially, of the history degree of artifice, had nevertheless to be dating of the language's grammatical or 
of the Catalan language and the situa- the clearest possible reflection of the lexical rules that might, in the course of 
tion at that time of the whole family of spoken language, which is the genuine time, be deemed opportune by writers 
Catalan languages, he was able to apply language and the genuinely living -with the mastery of their trade- and 
himself with moral authority to the language. A written language divorced the mass of speakers -with necesary en- 
madness of retrieving a language that from the spoken language has no future, lightenment-, the principies and 
just managed to live on with the gen- can not survive. methods that guided Pompeu Fabra in 
erously tolerated credential of "vernacu- For this very reason of having to take his great task of restoring the linguistic 
lar". into account the living, spoken lang- dignity of Catalan will always be valid. 
Fabra's aim was to return to the Cata- uage, the codification of modern Cata- And -we might add- without forgetting 
lan language the form, the expressive lan could not forget and overlook the either -as Carles Riba said at the end of 
capacity and the social and political different dialectal forms, which how- the prologue to the Diccionari Fabra- 
function it would have developed nat- ever -and fortunately-, are not as many that "discipline in the externa1 forms of 
urally and by right, had it not been for or as different from one another as is the language is the writer's best friend; 
the subordinance to another, dominant the case with other languages. through it he saves himself from isola- 
language, which it was forced to suffer In those cases where modern Catalan, tion and helps to prevent the language 
for centuries. because of the ups and downs of its becoming fragmented in small local nu- 
According to him, Catalan should have development, presented gaps that could clei without sufflcient strength for ex- 
been a true national language, which, if not be filled or difficulties that could pansion. He who abandons himself to 
it was a people's fust mark of identity, not be overcome by the means available indiscipline, having once satisfied the 
had to be so at al1 levels of its manifes- to it at the time, Fabra, whose know- petty vanity of feeling independent, 
tation, both to those who used it, with ledge of ancient Catalan was immense, faces a problem that can in the end 
natural dialectal variations, and as re- proposed resorting to possible solutions affect him done: that of a change in the 
gards exterior projection, in which it that could be offered by classical texts, weight, the scope and the direction of 
had to show itself to be fully genuine luckily not so far removed from the pre- his ambition -an ambition that is not 
and differentiated in keeping with its sent state of the language. his at all. And this is so serious that it is 
nature. In addition, precisely because of his worth thinking about beforehand." i 
